TITO

The
Anti-Wargame
N. PALMER

(Author of "The Best of Board Wargaming")
Legend has it that a prominent American wargamer
prefaces every die-roll with the shout 'Blood must
flowl' One may have nightmare visions of playing
him in a Tobruk scenario (about 50 die-rolls a
turn). Nevertheless, this possibly apocryphal
character simply represents an extreme case of a
very widespread preference in the hobby: players
want action, the more the better. Gemes on World
War I sell badly because they are expected to
feature static attrition. and attempts such as
World War One Module to interest us in strategic
manpower and supply planning meet a frosty
reception. We are not interested in stalemates,
thank you.
Unfortunately, this not unreasonable view spills
over into a suspicion of all games In which any
lulls appear, and area movement games suffer in
particular. In an area game the constant motion of
units on a hexagon grid is replaced by a strategic
struggle for control of large chunks of countryside:
this produces a game which is apparently more
static.
Tito is an area movement game par excellence: not
only is most of the activity concentrated in 10
Occupation Zones (roughly corresponding to the
historical ones) but it is perfectly possible - even
usual - to go through an entire game without a
single critical battle. Many turns pass with the
merest skirmish disturbing the idyllic peace of the
dreaming Yugoslav mountains. To a player raised
on blood-and-thunder Tito is an antl-wargame.
And yet, I think you should have a look at it.
Because Tito gives us something new; it encap
sulates a subtle struggle for a country by a war of
strategic manoeuvre. It doesn't otter pitched
battles, but it provides an equally evocative feeling
of a long and bitter campaign in which there are no
front-lines and every town, village and industrial
centre in Yugoslavia is the battleground. Guerilla
games are notoriously difficult to design because
of the discrepancy of unit scale and the problem
of showing just why the superior conventional
forces cannot run around swatting the guerilla
bases to achieve an easy mllitary victory. Part of
the ideal answer Is undoubtedly hidden movement,
but then we run into the tedium of writing down
the positions of umpteen partisan bands. Tito,
designed to be a pretty simple game to play,
achieves much the same affect by p1,mishing every
. concentration of occupation forces with uprisings
in the neglected areas: thus, it is quite feasible for
the Axis to deliver hammer-blows against the early
partisan forces but there will usually be a price in
the form of new partisan groups springing up else
where. The Big Push strategy just won't work and
the Axis player is forced to plan and manoeuvre his
massive forces as carefully as his apparently puny
foe.
The game (enclosed in Strategy and Tactics 81,
July/August 1980) is easily summarised. At the
start the Axis stands astride a prostrate Yugoslavia,
witti '.Germans all over the north and Italians all
over the south. The only visible opposition consists
of a few groups of the ambiguous Chetnik guerillas,
of whom more later. From turn 2, Tito's Partisans
appear and during the game they will try gradually
to liberate the country.

Zones and Guerillas

The 10 Zones (to which two more border areas are
added on the last three turns of the 17 in the
game) are made up of three types of display:
Objectives: An objective is an area with a certain
value in Victory Points and potential for recruit-
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Mountains: Every four guerilla points in moun
tains score one VP and recruit one new guerilla
point. Every Zone has a one mountain display, to
which guerillas from neighbouring Zones can move
directly (prohibited for objectives).
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Hideaways: Guerilla hideaways are safe from
normal attack but score no points and recruit no
new units. Hideaweys are normally used to main
tain a threat against the Zone's Objectives (which
moving out of the Zone would not do) even
when the Zone is heavily garrisoned.
Each Turn, the Yugoslav and Axis players can
move within the Zones; the Axis player can in
addition move up to three Zones away, which
effectively means over the whole map for most
units. The guerillas can only move one Zone, and
then only to Mountains or Hideaways. If you move
into an enemy-<>ecupied Objective you are com
pelled to fight and, since the defence-loaded CRT
requires a 6-1 to be sure of winning, you will
usually try for unoccupied Objectives. Guerillas
score VPs for all objectives taken by them before
the Axis move, but recruitment occurs afterwards.
There are therefore two types of guerilla offensive:
the sabotage drive, reaping VPs but accepting a
high loss rate as individual groups get squashed in
the Axis phase, end the recruitment drive, re
quiring concentration of guerillas relatively secure
from enemy attack. Gpnerally you will use
Chetniks for sabotage and Partisans for recruitment
drives, for the reasons discussed in the next par11graph,
The guerillas are divided into two rival movements.
The main resistance force is Tito's Partisans but the
sl tuation is complicated by the existence of the
Chetniks. These pro-Monarchist forces were originally preferred by the Western Allies to the
Communists but they played an equivocal role
between the Axis and the Partisans and on
occasion actually collaborated with the former in
return for help against the latter. After a series of
first�and inspections by Allied representatives (see
Fitzroy Maclean'• Eastern Approaches for a per
sonal account), It was decided that the Chetniks
were Ineffective and unreliable and support was
switched to the Partisans. In the game, the
Chetniks succeed magnificently in performing their
historical role of being a beastly nuisance to both
sides: in every turn, one rolls for each Chetnik
stack to see whether they will spend the Turn
being "pro-Yugoslav" (i.e. anti-Axis and controlled
by Tito). pro-Axis, or apathetically neutrall To
control a large Chatnik force is horribly frustrating
since any attempt at recruitment may merely
hand a bigger weapon to your opponent. However,
as a short-term sabotage force they can be quite
useful, especially in the VP-fich wilds of Serbia. I
once played a game in which the Axis player
deliberately ignored all Chetnik activity. on the
grounds that they would be friendly or Inactive so
often that they posed no threat at all. The
Partisans were thoroughly suppressed, but the
Chetniks grew into a monstrous army which
enveloped Serbia and laid the foundation for a
solid Yugoslav victory.

Recruitment and Uprisings

Recruitment in objectives consists of rolling a die
for each occupied objective end multiplying it by
the recruitment potential of the objective. There
are two Important limitations: recruitment in the
Zones of the opposing guerilla movement Is halved,
and the number of new groups may never exceed
the number of friendly points on the objective. In
mountains. by contrast, the recruitment rate is
guaranteed (but low) as above end the latter limit
ation is on the number of friendly units present.
For the first few turns, all guerilla units are 1-point
Groups; in the mlddle-gamas (once they have 30
groups) they can have 4-point Brigades and
towards the end (when they have 2 5 Brigades) they
can build up into 12-point Divisions. Divisions
recruit badly In the mountains, since their 12
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poinu would entitle them to three groups, but es a sample game which follows. There are, however,
division is still only one unit they are limited to two important rules governing the play of the Axis.
one: the idea is presumably that a tightly knit
On the one hand, they are allowed to launch
divisional force is a poor tool for making appeals in
between 5 and 11 (secret random chit drew) Anti
numerous mountain villages.
Guerilla Operations (AGOs). To undertake an AGO
(up to two allowed per turn), you announce that
There are two other forms of recruitment. Firstly, you will do so and which units will participate, and
a Tito counter attracu 1-3 groups each turn, the secretly note the target Zone. The Yugoslav player
exact number depending on the Zone. Secondly, then gets a free move of 1-6 units (determined by
and more importantly, each Zone has a Garrison die), after which you fling your force against his
strength below which it is dangerous to fall. If the bastions in the named Zone with doubled losses
Axis - for instance because of a major drive else and a 2-column favourable shift on the CRT. With
where - has fewer divisions than the recommended luck you can inflict a lot of damage in this way et
strength.a die is rolled for an Uprising in that Zone. the price of having your units unavailable for
Some Zones are more prone to rise than others objective protection (they count as garrison troops
(Croatia is especially rebellious) and each Zone has In the relevant Zone, though this may unbalance
a modifier subtracted from the die (see Table 1). If your forces if you have major AGOs).
the modified roll is 1 or more, one multiplies it by
the number of divisions 'missing' from the garrison Against this, you are handicapped by political
to get the number of guerilla groups appearing. In movement restrictions until the Yugoslavs have
Neutral Zones, 50% of the new groups go to each either reached 45 VPs or eccumulated enough
guerilla army, in Zones leaning to one side, there is groups to start building brigades. It is assumed
a 50% chance of their getting the lot. Thus, sup that these developments will alert your political
pose that Serbia has only 1 division garrisoning commanders to the need for greater cooperation;
it, 3 under par. If the Uprising roll is 4, it will be until it happens the Germans are stuck in the north
modified to 2, and 2x3•6 groups will appear. On while Tito makes hay in Croatia.
an even die roll these will all be Chetnik; on an odd
die, 3 will be Partisan.
To summarise the impact of these rules:
The partisans must attempt to recruit like med
This is much more important early in the game early on, pacing their VP gains to keep the Axis
than towards the end when the forces already in movement restrictions in place until the guerillas
existence are too large to make the arrival of a few are ready for brigade operation. Combat should be
groups very significant. At the start, the Axis avoided wherever possible unless 6-1 odds can be
is always a I ittle short of divisions to garrison achieved, but it is permissible to sacrifice units on
everywhere, and Uprisings are the main source of sabotage raids in order to gain VPs end throw the
recruitment. The Axis can delay transfers of units Axis off.-balence as they strip their garrisons to
to other fronts in order to boost their garrisons react.
(at a price in VPs). However, the clock is ticking
away towards the doom of this strategy: every The Axis need to concentrate on keeping the
turn from Turn 6 the Allied player rolls for world partisans down to manageable forces: onca a stack
events affecting the game, there is a good chance appears which is proof against elimination by the
that Italy will surrender around Turn 12 after Axis without wrecking the garrison network, the
which event the Axis can forget about complete occupying forces will be thrown on the defensive.
garrisons.
Chetniks can be tolerated within reason, though
some sort of grip must be kept on the hoards of
Special Axis Rules
VPs in Serbia. A successful Uprising will cause a lot
Various minor rules will be illustrated in the of trouble so short-term delays in unit transfers are
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